Abstract

Muh. Hasrul, The Governor existance as a central representative in local in order to have the effective government, under supervised Achmad Ruslan as Promotor, Anshori Ilyas and Hamzah Halim as Co-Promotor.

This research is aim to reviewing and analysis the regulation under the Law that able to strength the institution to the governor in order to carry on its authority as a representative of central government in local to synergized the authority relation between Province Government with local government also to review and analysis the pattern relation between local and central regarding to the implementation of good governance.

This research is carry on on the ministry of Home affairs, they are Directorate General of Public Administration. Penelitian ini dilaksanakan di lingkup Kementerian Dalam Negeri Republik Indonesia, yakni Direktorat Jenderal Pemerintahan Umum. In a smaller coverage, the research is done by the Government of South Sulawesi and some of local government in South Sulawesi, like Makassar, Palopo, Parepare, Gowa, Maros, Takalar, and Bulukumba. This is a socio-juridisk, is to review a normative law and law analysis in the implementtaion. Sample of research is determined by purposive sampling and representative from local government offiial in around Indonesia.

The result have shown that 1) Regulation under the Law that able to strenght the institution to the governor in order to carry on its authority as a representative of central government that managed under Law Number 32 year 2004 as derivative from its Law, then establish other regulations whether under government regulation to the ministry regulaton. 2) Governor as central representative in local synergized the effective authority relation between the government, province of government, local government based on Law number 32 year 2004, Government Regulation Number 38 year 2007, and Goverment regulation number 23 year 2011. Gubernur as one single command, is to coordinate Gubernur to strength the coordination between government level and to strenght the synergized beween th government and local government. 3) The pattern relationship between the governor and mayor regarding the implementation of good governance in positin as Intermediate government where is the governor is become in the middle point between the government and the local government.
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